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A computational task
Before monolithic applications:  a 

single computer, a single application

Now diffuse applications: 

interconnected networks, several 

tiers interacting
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Diffuse computing

Multi -tiers compilers

Even to write simple
web applications, the  
programmer needs to 
master a series of 
programming 

A solution Multi -tiers compilersprogramming 
languages and 
technologies Examples: 

Google Web Toolkit
Hop
Links
Swift



Multi-tiers compilers
Input: a web application written in a single homogenous language  

A multi-tiers compiler

scheme code 
and protocols over 
html (server code)

javascript (client code)
SQL (server)



Multi-tiers compilers

This is very convenient for security!! 

Language-based security can be applied.

In this course: We will study language-base security.



Security in this course:

� Basic definitions of security

� Security from a programming language viewpoint

Importance of the compiler in the preservation of � Importance of the compiler in the preservation of 
security

� Different security enforcement mechanisms 

Examples of this course are written in Hop.

Slides and examples of this lesson can be downloaded from 

http://www-sop.inria.fr/members/Tamara.Rezk/teaching/ubinet



Part 1: Bases of Security



Basic definitions of security
Confidential information is stored in, or communicated through “objects” 

protected by access rights, typically for reading, writing, and executing.

� Confidentiality : to prevent unauthorized disclosure of 
data

� Integrity: to prevent the unauthorized modification of 
data (authenticity of data), unauthorized execution of 
programs

� Availability : data is available when needed
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A partial view of security …
(Cryptography and Data Security book, Denning)
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Access Control
�“Subjects” = programs (threads) or users, with security 

clearances (read/write/execute).

� “Objects” = where information is stored. For instance 
memory locations, files, entries in a database, services, memory locations, files, entries in a database, services, 
communication channels … with access rights.

� Access control = the operations performed by the 
“subjects” over  the “objects” are checked to have the 
appropriate clearance.



Access Control (for integrity)
A simple example in hop:  A Guest Book Application

Objects = “services”  

Subjects = “users calling the services” (authentication)

Access Policy = “which user can call which service”Access Policy = “which user can call which service”

Services Users

addentry anonymous 

addentry, delete-all-entries admin



Access Control (for confident.)
A simple example in hop:  A Broker Application

Objects = “services”  � showStockInfo

Subjects = “users calling the services” (authentication)

Access Policy = Access Policy = 

“No user should learn anything about stocks of other 
users” (each user can see only his/her confidential 
information on stocks)



Broker Application 
(define (isUser t a) 

(string=? t (car a)))

(define-service (show-all-entry) … 

(map show-entry (filter (map show-entry (filter 

(lambda (a) (isUser username a ))  

broker-private-information)))

(define-service (broker)

(<HTML> (<BODY>…

(<BUTTON> :onclick

~(with-hop ($show-all-entry) …)

"Share holder login“)…)))



Broker Application 
(define (isUser1 t a) 

(string-contains t (car a)))

(define-service (show-all-entry) … 

(map show-entry (filter (map show-entry (filter 

(lambda (a) (isUser1 username a ))  

broker-private-information)))

(define-service (broker)

(<HTML> (<BODY>…

(<BUTTON> :onclick

~(with-hop ($show-all-entry) …)

"Share holder login“)…)))



Secure Information Flow
� Access control is not enough: authorized subjects may 

disclose or corrupt information

� Secure information flow:� Secure information flow:

� integrity: information must not flow from inappropriate 
sources.

� confidentiality: information must not flow to 
inappropriate destinations

� In this course: automation to detect secure information flow



Secure Information Flow



Code Injection
� An untrusted source introduces code to change the 

course of  “normal” execution

� Web application vulnerabilities statistics: SQL � Web application vulnerabilities statistics: SQL 
injection errors are the biggest problem for web 
applications, followed by cross-site scripting, input 
validation flaws, and other types of code injection 
errors. 



Code Injection
� An untrusted source (the client) introduces code to 

change the course of  “normal” execution 

� Let’s play  the attacker role and inject the following 
“comment” to the guestbook: “comment” to the guestbook: 

<script>hop_innerHTML_set((document.getElementById( 
"allentries")),"You can only see this entry!!")</script>



Exercise 1
� Write a web application in Hop that offers an

authenticated service that allows users, after
authentication, to leave a message. The message is
printed with the user name next to it (forprinted with the user name next to it (for
responsibility issues). Only the admin user can delete
entries.

� A message entered by a user should not be displayed
until next user logs in.

� As a regular user, exploit the capability of code
injection, to provoke erasure of code by the admin
user.



Exercise 1
(define-service (testUser)

(<HTML>

(let ((req (current-request)))

(user-name (http-request-user req))

)

)

)



Computing with partial trust?
� Security should hold in a (potentially) hostile environment,

with minimal trust assumptions on the machines involved
in the computation

� Classic model:  the opponent controls the network

More realistic model: the opponent also controls parts of the � More realistic model: the opponent also controls parts of the 
computation (e.g. corrupted clients and services, mobile code)

� Cryptographic protocols may help, but...

� Interesting properties (privacy, integrity) depend on the application

� These properties must be clear to the programmer



Computing with partial trust?
� This example shows an application where the client 

should guess a number in less than 3 trials. 



Computing with partial trust?

(define-service (guess-a-number)

(<HTML> (<BODY>

(<INPUT> :type 'text :onkeypress(<INPUT> :type 'text :onkeypress

~(if (= event.which 13)

(with-hop 

($make-guess this.value) 

(lambda (h) (alert h))))))))



Another possible 

implementation
(define-service (guess-a-number)
(<HTML> (<BODY>
~(define tries 2)
(<INPUT>

:type 'text:type 'text
:onkeypress

~(if (= event.which 13)
(with-hop ($make-guess (this.value)) 
(lambda (x) 
(if (> tries 0) 
(begin (alert x) (set! tries (-

tries 1)) )
(alert "game over")  ))))))))



Computing with partial trust?
� This example shows an application where the client 

should guess a number in less than 3 tries. 

� Integrity depends on where the number of tries is set � Integrity depends on where the number of tries is set 
(client side, or server side) 

� If variable “tries” is on the client side, its integrity can 
be easily destroyed.



A word on protocols
� Http authentication by example



A word on protocols
� Questions to ask about protocols: 

� What does this protocol achieve? 

� Does this protocol need more assumptions than another 
one? one? 

� Does this protocol do anything unnecessary that could 
be left out without weakening it? 

� Does this protocol encrypt something that could be sent 
in clear without weakening it?

(A Logic of Authentication, Abadi et al)



Security in Multitiers Compilers
Language Access Control Inf.Flow Code Injection

GWT No No No

Hop Yes (http, soap?) No Yes (-s2  flag)

Links No No Yes (it’s not 
complete)

Swift Yes (very 
expressive)

Yes No (if 
endorsement is 
used)



Part 2: Language-Based Security



Language Based Security

� a programming language  with a precise specification

a security policy: a property of program execution/s� a security policy: a property of program execution/s

� a sound static  or dynamic enforcement at the 
application level



Kind of Security Enforcements 

� Dynamic mechanisms (enforcement at runtime):  
security monitors 

� Static mechanisms (enforcement before execution):  
type systems 



A precise specification of 

programming languages
� very well known: specifications are used to understand  

the meaning of programs

� not very well known: it is (very) difficult to specify the � not very well known: it is (very) difficult to specify the 
meaning of programs in a complete,  precise , and non 
ambiguous way … at least without using mathematical 
means



A precise specification of 

programming languages

� Who will use the specification? 



A precise specification of 

programming languages

� Who will use the specification?

the programmer (of course!)� the programmer (of course!)

� the compiler implementor

� the security extensions for the language!!



A precise specification of 

programming languages

� In this course: specification of programming languages 

Unless there is a prior, generally-accepted
mathematical definition of a language at hand,
who is to say whether a proposed implementation
is correct? (Dana Scott 1969)

� In this course: specification of programming languages 
by means of mathematical  definitions, aka semantics

� In this lesson: a very simple language and its semantics 
to illustrate concepts and mechanisms that apply to 
more realistic programming languages

� Later: a semantics for a multi-tiers programming 
language -> Hop



Exercise 2 (first part)
� Understand in which order the numbers will be 

alerted on the client

(define-service (one) "1")(define-service (one) "1")

(define-service (alertNumbers)

(<HTML>

(<BODY>

~(begin

(with-hop ($one) (lambda (h) (alert h)))

(alert "0")

(alert "2")))))



Exercise 2 (second part)
� Understand in which order the numbers will be 

printed on the server

(define-service (one1) (tprint "1") "1“)(define-service (one1) (tprint "1") "1“)

(define-service (alertNumbers1)

(<HTML>

(<BODY>

~(begin

(with-hop ($one1) (lambda () ())))

(tprint "0")

(tprint "2")))))



Exercise 2 (third part)
Try to explain the general rule that induces the different 

behaviours of the previous programs.



A very simple language: 

BabyImp
var ::= x | y | z …

op :: = + | - | * |  < | =

expr :: =  integer | var |  expr  op expr 

c ::=  var :=  expr | 

skip |  

if ( expr )  then {c} else  {c} | 

c; c |

return expr



A very simple language: 

BabyImp
A program in BabyImp is of the form 

Prog (x) = c ; return expr

where c is a command that does not contain return 
commands.



BabyImp: semantics
A state σσσσ is a function that maps each variable into 
its value

A configuration is: a command (or program) and a 
state, or the special symbol √ and a state, just a 
value (final configuration)  value (final configuration)  

Semantics of expressions: 
[[[[x]]]]σσσσ = σσσσ (x) (variables)
[[[[v]]]]σσσσ = v (constants)
[[[[e op e’ ]]]]σσσσ = [[[[e]]]]σσσσ op [[[[e’]]]]σσσσ



BabyImp: semantics of 

commands

The operational semantics is defined by a transition 
system (configurations, �). 

The relation  � is defined by a set of semantic rules of 
the form: the form: 

constraints
_________________________

<c, σ > � < c’, σ’>



BabyImp: semantics of 

commands
_________________________

< skip, σ > � <√, σ >

[e]σ =v
_________________________
< x: = e, σ > � < √, [σ | x:v]>

[e]σ =v
_________________________

< return e, σ > � <v >

[e]σ =0
_________________________

< if (e) then {c1} else {c2} , σ > � < c1 , σ >

[e]σ ≠0
_________________________

< if (e) then {c1} else {c2} , σ > � < c2 , σ >

<c1, σ > �< c’ , σ’ >     c’ ≠ √
_________________________
< c1;c2 , σ > �< c’;c2 , σ‘>

<c1, σ > �< √ , σ’ > _________________________
< c1;c2 , σ > �< c2 , σ‘>



BabyImp: semantics of 

programs

_________________________

< Prog (v) = c ; return e, [] > � < c ; return e, [x:v]>



Exercise 3
Extend BabyImp and its semantics to include the 

following command:

c ::=  … |c ::=  … |

while ( expr )  do {c}



Part 3: Compilers and security



Compiler correctness
� Given the specification of the language: does the 

compiler implement a translation that computes the 
same things? 

� In semantics terms, correctness can be stated by the � In semantics terms, correctness can be stated by the 
following claim: 



Compiler correctness

Let C be a compiler from language A to B. Let �a and  �b be the 
specifications of languages A and B. The compiler C is 
correct if: correct if: 

C(p(x) ) = p’ (x) implies for all v  p(v),[] �a v’ then  p’(v),[] �b v’



Program Program
Network

Security enforcement before 

compilation

PRODUCER CONSUMER

security 
guarantee?

Compiler

execute



Proof carrying-code (Necula 97)



Proof carrying-code (Necula 97)



Difficult

Proof carrying-code (Necula 97)

Easy

Trusted computing base: system components that are critical to its security



Proof carrying-code (Necula 97)

Source Program Compiler Compiled Program

Certificate 
Translator

Prover

Certificate

Proof Checker
Translator

Certificate

difficult easy

PRODUCER CONSUMER



A compiler for BabyImp
Cprog(Prog (x) = c ; return e)= 

Prog (x) = Ccomm(c ):: Cexpr(e):: return 

Cexpr(x) = load  x

Cexpr(v) = push  v

Cexpr(e op e’) = Cexpr(e’):: Cexpr(e)::prim op



A compiler for BabyImp
Ccomm(skip) = nop

Ccomm(x:=e) = Cexpr(e)::store x

Ccomm(if e then c1 else c2) =

Cexpr(e)let E = Cexpr(e)

C1 = Ccomm(c1)

C2 = Ccomm(c2)

in E::ifeq pc + length(C1) +2 ::C1::goto pc + length(C2)+1::C2

Ccomm(c;c’) = Ccomm(c):: Ccomm(c’)
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